David and Doris - Shared History
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Across
1. DGM penned this "bio" of a structure spanning the East River in NYC (3 words)
8. First word in title of DGM's history of the Panama Canal
10. Opposite of yup
11. One of twelve in a courtroom
12. Second word in title of Panama Canal book in 8 across
17. Organization that promotes the art and science of medicine in the US
20. First baseman who broke the color barrier when he started for DKG's favorite MLB team in 1947
21. Hospital department handling urgent care, in brief
22. It is, in brief
24. Angry
25. Slightly archaic for nothing
26. Gosling, Nolan or O'Neal
27. Gradually combine or blend
28. A way to travel over snow
30. Unhappy
34. DGM narrated Ken Burn's documentary about this war
37. After death bio
39. DGM published the bio of this 33rd President in 1993
40. Patriarch of the Kennedy family
41. Nationwide vitamin and health supplement retailer
42. If one way reads "off," the other way reads ___
43. (When in) "The ____ of Human Events," a DGM book
44. America, in brief
49. DKG knew and wrote the bio of this 36th President
53. Winston Churchill said this word three times followed by "give in" (not give up)
54. If side one reads "closed," side two reads ___

Down
2. ____ for the best
3. Peter Pan never wants to ____ up
4. German article for a feminine noun
5. Genre of literature, like 49 across, in which DKG excels
6. A thought, an inspiration
7. Middle name of DGM
8. DGM endorsed the Evan Thomas bio of this first US Naval Commander, John ____ Jones
9. DKG earned her PhD at this Cambridge University
12. Orville, about whom DKG wrote, was the younger _____ of Wilbur
13. These two words complete the title of 8 across plus 12 across
14. Opposite of yes
15. In the TV adaptation of DGM's book about the 2nd President, this actress portrayed Abigail Adams
16. Each person in the US House _______ one Congressional District
18. Senate committee, Ways and ______
19. "Mornings on Horseback" by DGM is an example of this genre of literature, depicting real people, real events, and real things
23. Strong little boat that pushes or pulls others
24. What Laura Ingalls Wilder called her mother
29. Most trumpets valves are this type of mechanism
31. DKG wrote about her family's love of this baseball team mentioned in 20 across
32. DKG wrote "Team of Rivals" about this US president and his cabinet from 1861-65
33. Natural satellites
35. DKG's "Leadership in Turbulent Times" focuses on four men who held this title
36. This flightless bird can reach up to six feet in height
38. To ___, or not
40. DGM's "The Greater _____, Americans in Paris," is set between 1830 and 1900
55 English for anno, año, or Jahr
56 DGM book about the failure of South Fork Dam in Pennsylvania in 1889
45 Colorful citrus drink, briefly
46 DKG wrote about FDR, who said "the only thing we have to ___ is ___ itself"
47 The 12 down brothers helped today's ____space industry take off
48 Husband of the First Lady mentioned in 15 down
50 Convection, toaster, or pizza ____
51 Thing that gets struck by a hammer
52 Capital of Norway